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About This Game

Classic gameplay. New experience.
Panzer Corps Wehrmacht is the award-winning turn-based strategy game that the press has called “…nothing short of brilliant”

and “the spiritual successor to the Panzer General series”, with high rankings and praise around the world. Brought to fruition by
a team of experts and a community of hundreds of fans, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht has evolved into the ultimate strategy

classic that will find a home on any wargamer’s shelf!

Set in World War II, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht puts players in the general’s tent in charge of the Axis armies, across 26
scenarios in one large campaign tree, carrying core forces through the war. This core force can gain experience and upgrade to
new weaponry as it becomes available. With over 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes there is a huge amount to explore.

Make use of your unit’s strengths and your enemy’s weaknesses and seize victory.

Looking for a more ‘human’ challenge? Panzer Corps’ multiplayer is deservedly popular, with thousands of games running on
the server at any given time. Find an opponent online quickly and easily throughout the world with Slitherine’s award-winning
PBEM++ asynchronous multiplayer system. Play historical battles or balanced scenarios created specifically for multiplayer,

where both sides have equal chances to win. Panzer Corps supports cross platform multiplayer, so you can even battle owners of
the iPad version of the game!

Developed by Flashback Games and The Lordz Games Studio, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht replicates a classic wargame and
upgrades it to 21st century standards for a new generation of wargamers.
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Main Features
• 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes with 20 detailed parameters to identify unit’s abilities, 24 terrain types affecting

gameplay in various ways. Panzer Corps will celebrate the glory days of strategy gaming with the aim of attracting new players
to the genre;

• Campaign: all 26 scenarios are combined into a large campaign tree with several entry points at various stages of the war.
Depending on the outcome of each battle (decisive victory, marginal victory or defeat), the player will be faced with different

challenges and a progress along different parts of the campaign tree;
• More than 30 nations represented in the game: Germany, Italy, Poland, France, Great Britain, USA, USSR, Norway, Belgium,

Netherlands, Albania, Romania, Greece and more.
• Core units that travel with you throughout the campaign gaining experience and that can be upgraded as new weapon

technologies become available.

Additional content
For players who enjoy the game, there is a lot of quality content which will keep them busy for months.

The Grand Campaign consists of 10 campaigns that bolt together to create a staggering 150 scenario Grand Campaign which
cover the entire war from 1939 to 1945 in great detail. You can play them all linked together or each as a standalone campaign.

The Afrika Korps expansion consists of 24 scenarios, new terrain and units and explores Rommel’s North Africa campaign.

Panzer Corps: Allied Corps is an expansion for Panzer Corps. Allied Corps includes more than 25 new scenarios, over 50 new
regular and special elite units, and modified version of existing units to cover the entire war in detail from the Western Allies

perspective.

And if this is not enough, Panzer Corps comes with a bunch of modding options and a powerful editor (PC only), and there are
dozens of free user-made campaigns readily available for download from the Internet.

All Panzer Corps content is also available on iPad, so this strategy gem can be played everywhere!

Reviews
96% - GamersHall.de

Panzer Corps is a solid and loving overhaul of the classic Panzer General. Technical implementation and graphic design leave
little room for any criticism.

93% - GamerTell.com
Easy to learn, simple interface, hard to stop playing once you start, you don't have to be a serious wargamer to appreciate.

9/10 - CPU Gamer
When it comes to being Panzer General, Panzer Corps beats the pants off the competition.

90% - Armchair General
Overall, PanzerCorps is one of the best “beer and pretzels” turn based wargame releases in years. The game is very polished and

stable. It is fun to play.

90% - PelipPlaneeta.net
...nothing short of brilliant.

9/10 - RTSguru
This was seriously one of the best games that we have ever played. If you do not pick this up, you are missing out.

9/10 - Onet.pl
If one asked how would Panzer General be like if it was released today? The answer is simple - it would be Panzer Corps.

9/10 - EntDepot
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Panzer Corps has me dreaming in hexagons nowadays.

A- - GameShark.com
Now that the official review is complete, if this were any other game it would go on the shelf next to other games that have been

“finished” but I have every intention of firing it up again.ລ
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Title: Panzer Corps
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Flashback Games, The Lordz Games Studio
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64Mb Video Card

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: If you use a newer OS than Windows XP, you will need at least 2 GB of RAM

English,German,Russian,French
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This game is a classic hex war game. This is basically THE one to get. Have played many of the add on campaigns and had lots
of fun with it. I seem to pick this up hard for a couple weeks or months and then let it sit. It is easy to pick back up even after a
year or more on hiatus. I will eventually get through the entire war, but that will probably take a lifetime.. This game is a classic
hex war game. This is basically THE one to get. Have played many of the add on campaigns and had lots of fun with it. I seem
to pick this up hard for a couple weeks or months and then let it sit. It is easy to pick back up even after a year or more on
hiatus. I will eventually get through the entire war, but that will probably take a lifetime.
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About Wolfgangis Games Bundle 2016-2018:
Hello, friends!

I want to tell you that collection of games WolfgangIs 2016-2018 will be on sale next month. This bundle will include all the
games released at the moment. However, all of them you can already buy right now at the biggest discounts.

Pixel Hentai Mosaic (18+) - the first experimental game for adults is running a series of Hentai Mosaic. I hope you will find it
worthy and attractive enough for yourself. In January, the game will receive the latest major update that will add 5 new levels.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/877840/Pixel_Hentai_Mosaic/
Lady's Hentai Mosaic (18+) is my latest development, in which I moved away from pixel art for the first time in my life. This is
the final and best game in the adult trilogy of Hentai Mosaic.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/937730/Ladys_Hentai_Mosaic/
Hentai Hexa Mosaic (18+) is the second game in the Hentai Mosaic series. There are plenty of representatives of this genre, but
I tried to go further and show my vision.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/919300/Hentai_Hexa_Mosaic/
Grand Pigeon's Duty - a game about the hard life of pigeons, which, to my joy, won the hearts of a large number of people.
Thank you For being so warm to her, I will try not to disappoint you in the development of a direct sequel to one of its endings
and make sure that you love the new game even more than the first.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/449530/Grand_Pigeons_Duty/

In the coming years, I will release even more projects in different genres - from platformers to rogue-like. I really hope that you
will meet new games as warmly as you have already met the released projects, because I will also put my soul into them and
focus on quality.

Happy New year,
Wolfgangis. Pixel Hentai Mosaic 3.0 - Update released!:
Greetings, friends!

If you waited for the last 5 levels, I want to please you-the update is already available!
List of significant changes:
1. Added  5 new girls for 3x3/4x4/5x5 modes!
From now on, the number of game levels is 20 for each mode.
2. Fully updated soundtrack!
Now you can enjoy great original music that was created especially for Pixel Hentai Mosaic by talented author Cable Sunset.
3. Within a week, the updated soundtrack will be available for purchase, and in the meantime you can listen and download debut
album Cable Sunset[cablesunset.bandcamp.com].

Thank you for listening.. New game Topless Hentai Mosaic is coming!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1044310/Topless_Hentai_Mosaic/

The release of a new game in the series Hentai Mosaic will take place very soon!
Add to your wish list - so you did not miss the release of the game!

 The usual number of girls increased by 5!

 The visual style of the drawing has been redesigned!

 A new feature gives you the right to cheat - pressing one button will reveal everything hidden under the clothes!
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 A new switchable visual effect has also been added to make the gameplay more lively and enjoyable.

 Now the game includes music from the cool artist Cable Sunset. Already now you can get acquainted with his music in
Pixel Hentai Mosaic (by the way, in the last update the soundtrack was completely changed and 5 new girls were added).

The full list of features:

 Original hentai art

 15 girls who need help taking off their clothes [NEW!]

 Undress/dress up modes

 100 achievements

 Gallery mode

 Relaxing music by Cable Sunset [NEW!]

 Cheat mode [NEW!]

 Additional visual effect [NEW!]

. Topless Hentai Mosaic - Release!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1044310/Topless_Hentai_Mosaic/
The game is available for purchase at a 35% discount. I hope you will love Topless Hentai Mosaic and help unlock trading cards
- just leave feedback on the game page, it will provide very great support, thank you!
Enjoy!. Pixel Hentai Mosaic New game - Girls of Hentai Mosaic!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1066220/Girls_of_Hentai_Mosaic/
The release of the new game Girls of Hentai Mosaic will take place this spring. This game is made in a popular puzzle format,
but in a new one for Wolfgangis. The game page is already available, add to your wishlist :3

Also just released the soundtrack of Topless Hentai Mosaic from the talented Cable Sunset.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1072520/Topless_Hentai_Mosaic__OST/. Wolfgangis Games bundle 2016-2018 is now
available!:
The release of a set of games, which includes all published projects Wolfgangis in the period from 2016 to 2018. You can
simply fill the collection with a 35% discount.

Unfortunately, due to system restrictions related to the price, the kit is not available in the following regions: RU TR AR.

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10036/. Steam Cloud is now enabled!:
Starting today, all Wolfgangis games on Windows systems support Steam Cloud feature:

 Grand Pigeon's Duty

 Pixel Hentai Mosaic

 Hentai Hexa Mosaic

 Lady's Hentai Mosaic

 Topless Hentai Mosaic
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In the future, it is possible to support Linux for the respective games.
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